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GRID· EYE FOCUSED· ON X-UC CLASH
By Students From The Evanston, Do1v11lolfm arid lllilford Camprises
Cincinnati, Ohio,
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CROSSTOWN ·FOES SET
FOR 5th PIGSKIN DUEL
Bearcat Star Rog Stephens Doubtful Starter;
Kloska To Field Musketeers At Full Strength
By Jude Hila
With the bands blaring a welcome and some 25,000 fans
bulging from Nippert Stadium, Coach Ed Klusk.a's Musk~t
eers will jump across town Saturday to scrap with the Cincinnati Bearcats in the annual intra-city spectacle that has
·become the Queen City's own hometown grid classic.
The sizable throng will be
hoping for another tussle as spectacular as last year's headliner
in ·which U. C. came out on top
27-25. The lineups contain many
of the cast that produced the '47
pulse quickener and the keen
rivalry that makes for standout
individual 'performance should
hit thermometer-bursting proportions by 2:30 Saturday.
Bearcat Coach Ray Nolting had
several men injured in last week's
Hardin Simmons contest and one
of the 'Cats aided off. the field
was his ace halfback, Roger
Stephens, who injured his leg
early in the game. The Cincinnati mentor hopes that the rambling rocket's artful dodging will
not be too seriously curtailed,
(Continued on Page 5)

Rev. Murray, S.J.,
To Open Series
Of Xavier Forum
The Xavier University Forum
will open a series of eight lectures on Nov. 14 with the Rev.
John Courtney Murray, S.J.,
director.
Father Murray, who is editor
of Tlieological Studies and a regular contributor to America, will
choose as 'his topic, "Separation
of Church and State in Recent
Supreme Court Rulings."
Father Murray heads an impressive list of noted speakers
and writers who will appear clt
the Taft Auditorium Sunday
evening sessions. Among the more
publicized attractions are Cornelia Otis Skinner, noted actress
and writer, and Msgr. Fulton J.
Sheen, well known radio orator
and head of the phHosophy department at Catholic University,
Washington, D.C.
Those desil'ing tickets for the
series or for individual lectures
can contact Father Fischer at St.
Xavier High School.
The complete list ·includes
Father Murray, Burton Holmes,
Rev. Gerald G. Walsh, S.J., Rev.
Paul Kennedy, S.J., Miss Skinner, Thorsten M. Davis, George
E. Sokolsky, and Msgr. Sheen.
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Rally Friday
At Fieldhouse
Student Council's Athletic .
:Aoard and Social Committee ~
were completing final arrange- l@~::t74v·iEJf uNrvrtR· •T'f ~E'N
ments late this week for the gala
pep rally Friday evening at 7:30
p.m. in preparation for the Xavier-U. C. gridiron encounter.
A highlight of the many activities launching the game since
its renewal in 1942, the rally is
being directed this year by Tom
McDermott, junior representative
on the Student Athletic Board.
Numerous speakers will participate in the program planned,
McDermott ·stated, and a roofraising list of features aimed . at
firing student spirit have also
Paul Scherer was elected presibeen promised by the cheerleaders, ·band members and others dent; Bill O'Toole, secretary; Joe
Azzarella, treasurer; and Bob
assisting Chairman McDermott.
To assure complete freshman Croft, judge advocate of the ex"cooperation" in the pep rally, ecutive committee at the Campus
members of that class will be Committee's meeting last week.
required to paint or draw large
According to the constitution
signs appropriate for the oc- framed last year the general
casion. The Student Athletic purpose of the Committee is "to
Board, as the guardians of Xa- effect and direct the morale and
vier spirit under the recently- the religious, intellectual, athletic,
passed Council Constitution, will social, and physical welfare of the
report the names of all fresh- resident Xavier student while on
man who fail to ftilfill the sign campus".
requirement.
Both Father Linz and Paul
Speakers expected to appear Scherer agree that even more
at the rally include Dan Tehan, must be done this year for the
Xavie1· graduate and Democratic resident student, so they are at
candidate for Hamilton County present planning various social
sheriff, who will ·be guest orator. activities. Already this year the
Others who ha'le indicated their committee has provided buses for
willingness to lend vocal support the transportation of dorm stu(Continued on Page 4)
dents to Mount Saint Joseph for
the freshmen dance and sponsored the pep rally before the U.K.
game.
Saturday, Oct. 2-Football,
The members of this year's
Xavier vs. University of Cin- committee are: Joe Azzarella,
cinnati, Nippert Stadium, Z:30 Bks. 7; Les Stein, Bks. 8; Don
p.m.
Georgen, Bks. 9; Gene DeggelMonday, Oct. 4-Mermaid man, Bks. 10; Richard Davis, Bks.
Tavern, South Hall, 8 p.m.
11; Tom F 0 x, Bks. 13; Bill
Tuesday, Oct. 5-Clef Club, O'Toole, Bks. 14; Mike Haney,
Albers Hall Lobby, 7:30 p.m.
Bks. 15; Frank Poletz, Bks. 16;
IRC, Science Hall 7:30 p.m.
Vince Zeigler, Paul Scherer, Bob
Thursday, Oct. 7-Clef Club, Koehl, Elet Hall; W. Smith, Bob
Albers Hall Lobby, 7:30 p.m.
Croft, John O'Leary, Marion Hall.

Marian Day l-lere Sunday
3,000 Voice Choir Sings ,.
In Fieldhouse Celebration

News Seel{S To
Scherer Gets
The hymns of a 3000 voice
choir, conducted by Mr. John J.
Presidency Of Fehring, musical director for the Reopen Jesuit
Archdiocese of Cincinnati, will
highlight the annual Marian News Ass11.
Campus Board Day
in the fieldhou·se this Sun-

Peek Of Week

day at 3:30 p.m.
The afternoon's services include Exposition of the Blessed
Sacrament, prayers and meditations to the Blessed Virgin Mary
and Benediction. According to
Archbishop Jo:m T. McNicholas,
the pm·pose of the convocation is
"to beseech the H o l y G h o s t
through Mary that in om· humble way, we may be able to reveal to the world Communism
as it really is: a revolt against
God, an enslavement of free men,
an inhuman system forced on
weak peoples by a tyrannous
clique."
Thirty religious communities,
colleges and high schools will be
represented in Mr. Fehring's
choral group. Every parish in the
archdiocese will send ·groups of
sodality members to the celebration. The whole program will be
directed by Msgr. John J. Kuhn,
pastor of Holy Family parish,
Price Hill.

RECORD BROKEN
Xavier's already re c o r d·
breaking enrollment was swelled to a total of 1,882 due to 10
late registrants this week. Most
of these students were from
out of town or were delayed
by travelling difficulties.

Each of the 28 Jesuil colleges
and universities in the Unitec
States is being contacted this
week by the Xavier Universit)
News, in efforts to reactivate the
Jesuit College Newspaper Association. If present plans materialize, Xavier University will be
the headquarters for the reception and editing of all campus
news with Jesuit schools abroad.
A special editorial staff will recei ve, edit and release weekly by
air mail to Jesuit colleges all
news of the colleges, with peri
odical cartoons and special fea
tures of interest to Catholic col
lege students. Dues will'be charged, a national award given each
year, and a national meeting,
perhaps on the Xavier Avondale
Campus, planned each year for
editors and faculty moderators
of the Jesuit college newspapers
Jesuit colleges expected to join
the Jesuit College Newspape1
Association are: Spring Hill col
lege, Ala., Loyola university, Los
Angeles; University of Santa
Clara, Santa Clara; University of
San Francisco; Regis college
Denver; Georgetown university
Washington, D. C.; Loyola uni
versity, Chicago; Loyola univcr
sity, New Orleans; Loyola college,
Baltimore; Boston college, Bos(Continued on Page 6)
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Xn,·ler Unh·ersity, Se1>temher 30, 11»8, weekly except tlurlng ,·ncntlon period
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COMBINED
BANDS WILL

PARADE

U.S. Flag Formation
To Precede Kick-off

Dick Fair:banks'

'

F olderol Fair
Last Monday's convocation held
.a pleasant surprise in store for
those members · of the student
body who have formed the habit
of smoking, for as the Musketeers
filed from the Fieldhouse, each
and every man was "issued" a
pack of cigarettes in a spankin'
new blue and white case. There
was, however, a slight misunderstanding on the part of a certain
anonymous freshman when it
was announced several minutes
before the session adjourned that
the containers to be distributed
would bear the school emblem in
appropriate colors. As he scrutinized the smokes he later received,
said frosh was under the impression that his Alma Mater was
better known as "Camel University." If you look just a bit closer, son, you'll notice that it's
there; X-A-V-I-E-R. That's it!
After all, son, you have to bear
in mind who's passing out the
weeds.
• • •
We of the News staff doff our
old collegiate fedoras to the R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. in appreciation o/ their gesture as mentioned in the above paragraph.
The afternoon following that convocation 'Was, as well as we can
remember, the first in over two
years that didn't bring Bob "Your
brand's my brand" Dauer bursting into the News office in quest
of the "loan" of a cigarette.
• • •
Every day is Friday on the
third floor of Albers Hall; or so
it smells anyhow. The reason:
Fr. Peters conducting odoriferous
classes in Comparative Anatomy
wherein the poor fish under study
is an elasmobranch by the name
of Squalus Acanthias, commoniy
known as the dogfish shark. The
purpose: To dissect this specimen and determine just what
makes him tick. On this let us
pause for
Meditation . . . During past
weeks the box offices engaged in
the distribution of ducats for
Saturday's X-UC football classic
have been plagued by a similar
type of shark called "Squalus
Scalparis," more easily recognized when referred to under that
oily term "scalper." This terrestrial creature is every ·bit as odious as his sea-dwelling cousin if
not even more so as even his essential activity smells fishy. The
odd thing about this individual,
however, is his ability as a shark
to transform those who wish to

While the coaching staff of
Xayier works to ready their fa.reOhio College Newspaper Ass'n.
.
Blchnrd E. Jlenkel, •4 9• es for the annual renewal of the
Editor-In-Chief ............................................................................
L
D
I
'GO
"""""l"g E<\ltor ............................................................................ ou~err ?"~,!jf~rnn rivalry between the · University
7;~~ne;1:,:!"::~e: 1;j;;·j~~~ ..~;"~~~·;~~;~;j"'b;··~-~·;i·~·;;;"·f';;;{·;:.;:;"~~:~j;ers, )eotmnnlsts of Cihcinnati and Xavier Univernnd g'11 eMt writers do not necessarily ex1•ress the ofUelnl opinions of the
Xll\'ler UHh·erslty Adml11l11trl\tlon. )lntters of oUlcll\I nnture appearing In sity, the music team of Xavier
the "No\\'8" wlll be so deslgnntetl.)
are likewise in .training for their
very important task of adding the
A Stirring Occasion
color
and -spirit to the fray.
LTHOUGH the climactic atmosphere usually engendered
by the Xavier-University of Cincinnati football game Mr. Gil Maringer, band directis somewh_at dimmed this ye<y' by the game's early appear- or, announced the program for
ance on the schedule of both teams, little of the great con- the game to be as follows:
test's lustre has been lost.
Preceding the initial kickoff of
As usual, the soul not present in Nippert Stadium Satthe
day, the two bands will join
urday afternoon will be considered all but lost by those wh~
forces
and take the field to form
do damage to obtain a seat. The faithful and fervid alumni
will be there, the officialdom of Cincinnati, the "hot" football a huge · reproduction of the flag
fan who perennially cheers an adopted Alma Mater, the stu- of the United States, in full color
dent ready to give all, or at least his vocal power.
and complete to the white stars
The bands will play, the pennants will wave, and the
colorfully-clad pigskin warriors will sweep up ~nd d<;>wn t~e on a field of Xavier blue. From
green-carpeted gridiron. Mell~w, happy self-satisfa~tion will this formation the bandsmen will
grip every spectator in varymg degrees, dependmg upon salute the flag with the National
Anthem.
which team wins and in what manner.
Truly a stirring occasion is this great intra-city rivalry.
lVoodpecker Song
And sentimental though it may seem, the game's undercurTentative
plans were revealed
rent is the greatest of its many aspects. The real underto
have
conductor
Thor Johnson
current sweeps through the hearts of students facing each
other in "battle", literally crying for their team to win, yet in a reappearance in the role of
hoping that it will accomplish victory justifiably, without guest conductor for this number.
an unexpected "break", a lucky play, or any, of the other This Friday the two organizations will hold a closed practice
vagaries common to the sport of football.
session
for the performance.
The word "cleanness" probably best bespeaks the aura
most desired af a ~avier-UC game - clean, hard football; Half-time ceremonies of the day
clean sportsmanship; clean, unbesmirched will to win; clean will consist of a selection of
clearcut concepts of what the great game really entails for swing by the X band, including
the City of Cincinnati, its citizenry, the respective alumni, a special · arrangement of the
and most of all for the students, for the game is theirs in the Woody Woodpecker Song, along
Perhaps such an attitude may never be universal as re- with the traditional salutes to the
gards Saturday's game, but the News hopes that both University of Cincinnati and
Musketeer and Bearcat student ·rooters will carry that Xavier.
thought before them during and after the game. Believe us, As to the band itself there has
been a swing over to modern jazz
none but a clean feeling ,can result.
The News shouts sincerely, then, "May the best team music, patterned after the fashion
win." In a low undertone, though, it whispers, "God willing, of such popular orchestras .is
Tommy Dorsey, Les Brown and
may that team be Xavier."
Benny Goodman. This type of
music is well received at the con• Good, Loud Cheering
tests, and though it entails more
F you're prone to some constructive criticism on the matter work on the part of the men, the
of backing up the team with good, loud cheering, then band intends to present more in
these words are directed to you.
'
this style.
Now, understand - we're not complaining on this subLess Absenteeism
ject, but rather offering strong encouragement. In fact, we
Noteworthy
in this year's orcan go so far as to say that the cheering at the Eastern game
ganization, reports Mr. Maringer,
was good - but it could have been better.
Those of you students who were at the X.-U. C. football is the lack of absenteeism. No
game last year will know at what we're driving. That was member is ever absent more than
the scene of the most vibrant school spirit shown by Xavier once. After that absence he :is no
students since pre-war days. And just take a look at the longer a member, as one absence
results: the team played an inspired game, their best of the qualifies the man for automatic
season. A little more of the same loud cheering at tomorrow's and immediate dismissal from the
game with U. C., and we can make a confident prediction group.
Mr. Maringer. also states that
of a Xavier vic;tory.
rehearsals
·have been going exThis is only one example of what a spirited student section means to that football team out there on the field. We ceptionally well, in spite of the
m a n y obligations and dutiesl·
could cite others, but would only be repeating ourselves.
Suffice it to say that your representative players need placed on the members. The keyyour support, not to win necessarily, but to fight a good note of all band rehearsals to
game, win or lose. After all, that's all that really counts, date has been work and consistent
HITS CUT SYSTEM
and precise rehearsal. Each memisn't it?.
ber
receives
-a
text-book
of
outMen
of Xavier is a phrase used
We're not saying that the cheering is bad - all.we're
lined
formations
for
each
game.
extensively
here at Xavier by
trying to put across is that it just isn't what it could be.
This
text
must
be
stUdied
and
the
faculty
.while
addressing the
Let's utilize a lot of that potential lung power tomorrow.
known by each member if he is students. The new ruling on cuts
to perform his respective duties seems to apply to grade school
• No Better Way To Peace
students rather than to men of
correctly.
l'IH the advent of a new school year, it's important
college age.
New Formations
Everyone in college should reto repeat to old students and to inform· the new ones
just what all of us can do, collectively, for world peace. Formations this year are to be alize that the college can do much
There's no finer method immediately at hand than partici- made and broken on certain for him if he does his share. If
pation in the daily Rosary to Our Lady of Fatima at 1:20 beats of music; ·hence thorough he does not have this realization,
knowledge of the book is es- experience will soon show him
in Bellarmine Chapel.
This was one of the subjects at the recent Convocation sential. The amount of time a the way. One of the obligations
in Memorial Fieldhouse, but it bears repeating to all. Mary band: member must put in out- of the student is to attend his
asks only 10 minutes of your time through each 24 hours, sid~ of rehearsals is possibly classes. If he does not, that is his
and we waste that much ten times or more. It's not a "sissy" greater than any other extra- personal loss, not that of the
-·
thing at all to pray, though some of us may think so - that's curricular activity on the campus. school.
an idea that's getting more prevalent every day, but it's Favorable com"'ent on the band Why is it that Xavier cannot
true. Anyone who promotes it is merely covering up his includes the remark made by the treat her students as men? The
own lack of interest in God (isn't it peculiar that interest UC director on the fine showing ruling was established for the
is there when he needs God?>.
·
made by the Xavier men at the good of the student, yet it takes
Now let's get off the fence to the side on which we opening game with Eastern Ken- from the student the assurance
belong. Let's fill that chapel "to its rafters" daily at 1:20. tucky.
that he is being treated as a man.
You'll be out in ten minutes with peace of mind and the Mr. Maringer claims that the Xavier is io be complimented
realization of having done your part for universal peace (and 1948-49 band will be one of the for the thoughtfulness given the
who knows but what the grim Fr. :Qietz might give out oc- snappiest, flashiest outfits ever to individual, but is all of it necessary for college men? Self-discl·
casionally with a lilting smile when he sees that crowd take the field for. Xavier.
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witness such a pigskin battleroyal into poor fish, accent on
poor, as he stalks about seeking
to satisfy his vegetarian appetite
for number-bearing l~ttuce. To
satiate his hunger, these poor
fish must not carry a wallet but
a veritable cornu copia from
which he can- devour his repast.
Now then, wouldn't it be wonderful if the authors of biology laboratory manuals could see their
way clear to including a chapter wherein "Squalus Scalparis" is
the specimen to ·be considered
and the plan of action includes a
heavy overdose of cyanide followed •by a complete dissection
to determine . why his ticking
tends toward tiCkets and the shylock resale of same???

• • •

Chess playing, due to warranting conditions, has been foribidden in a certain chamber of
Hinkle Hall (one guess as to
which it is) so Xavier's two rooks
and a -pawn, namely Bob Dauer,
John Liebold, and Dan Brown
have moved their "sewing circle"
to the entrance of that same
building. Instead of matching
wits in that senior grade checker
game (here we could comment'
that 3X1h=l1h wits but we refrain from making such an editorial blunder) they . now lambast one another in a lingual
joust that at times becomes not
devoid of humor. If you are passing by the portal mentioned and
have 37 seconds· to spare you
might step over and listen as they
set their Webster, load their St.
Thomas Aquinas, wind up their
Socrates and hit each other over
the head with large chunks of
Aristotle. You can't miss Bob
Dauer, the agitation and excitement of the trio, and John, by
virtue of his spending a summer
soaking up French atmosphere,
will speak as if he has a moderate head cold. Mr. Brown simply
smokes some of that ??? with the
long-distance "aroma" in the
rather well-caked bowl of a semibe_aten briar.
.
• • •
Jim Murphy surprises everyone when he tells them his hobby
is cooking. The big tackle spends
his summer months working in
the kitchen at Fort Scott summer
camp.

• •

Memorandum to sports editor
concerning columns and noses:
People who live in glass houses
shouldn't throw stones.

Letters To Tlie Editor

W

I

pline is what should :be instilled ,
in men
not dictatorial discipline.
Wm. G. Barry
Junior

• • •

TRAFFIC SOLUTION
Dear Editor,
Although we have been ·back
in school only two weeks, I already have a complaint; what's
more, however, I believe that I
also have a solution for my pet
problem.
·
Due to the large enrollment,·
confusion reigns during the ten
minute break ·between classes.
This is all very bothersome and
highly unnecessary. The solution:
Since in each of the three buildings iri which classes are held
there are two stairways, what
could be mo1·e simple than to reserve one stairway for up-traffic ..
only, and the other for descending
students?
·

J.B.
Junior

----···-····-
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Mermaid Tavern
Holds Initial
Undergrad Meet
Members of Xavier's· exclusive
writers club, the Mermaid Tavern, gathered in South Hall last
Monday evening to attend the
first undergraduate meeting of
the new school year.
Led by the Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, S.J., club founder and moderator, in an opening prayer, the
Host, Tom Hanna, Liberal Arts
senior, took up the business of
·future planning for the club, after
which members mentioned or
read their literary projects.
Those in attendance were: Tom
Hanna, Dan Brown, C. Charies
Lang, John Liebold, Bill Splain,
Charles Hogan and Bob Dauer.

TAVERN SCHEDULE
-POLLUXSept. 27: Rump Tavern
Oct. 11: Angels Highday
25: Pater Noster Row
Nov. 8: Martinmas Highday
22: Thanksgiving Tavern
(All-patron)
Dec. 6: St. Nicholas Shambles
27: Christmas Highday
(All-patron)
Jan. 3: Twelfth Night Tavern
10: Cherub Highday
-CASTORFeb. 14: Anniversary Highday
(All-patron)
28: Bloomsbury Jacques
Mar. 14: St. George Dragon
Apr. · 4: All Fools Tavern
18: Easter Highday
(All-patron)
May 2: Lady Day Tavern
16: Cynthia Revels
June 6: Scores Highday
(All-patron)
July 11: Summer Highday
<All-patron)
Aug. 8: Summer Highday
(All-patron)
Sept. 5: Summer Highday
(All-patron)

Tea For Masquers
The Dramatic Club of Our
Lady of Cincinnati college will
hold a tea for the members of the
Xavier University Masque Society, Sunday, Oct. 17, from 3 to
6 .p.m. on the Edgecliff campus.

Education Department Seniors Fresh1nan Class First Year Chm
Engaged In Student Teaching Meeting Set
Postpones Dance
Two Graduates Receive
Local School Positions
The three-year-old X a v i e r
University education department
has now reached the stage where
it may either "point with pride"
or "view with alarm" the doings
of its graduates and students.
Said pointing is made possible by
the fact that there are now some
graduates in the field-the first
in the history of the department.
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, head

Clef Clu:h Elects
Diehl President
For Coming Yea1·
The Xavier Clef Club held its
annual election of officers at a
general meeting in Albers Hall,
Tuesday evening, Sept. 21. By
unanimous vote, Dick Diehl, '49,
was elected to replace Bob Tenhundfeld, '48, as president of the
group, whereupon he commenced
his duties immediately. Vice presidential honors were won by Ed
Vetter.
Al Virant, who recently tendered his resignation as chair-·
man of the social committee, was
a landslide victor in the race for
the secretarial-post, while "Porky"
Robinson and Tom Murray were
chosen business manager and assistant business manager respectively. At this time, Don Steltenkamp was duly "installed" as
librarian of the society.
This year's organization will
feature some 65 members, the
majority of whom are form~r
Musketeer songsters experienced
in choral productions; thus the
commencement of regular rehearsals last Tuesday evening
marks the beginning of what may
well be the most successful season in the 22-year history of the
Clef C~ub. The ensemble will
function under the baton of Mr.
Franklin Bens, noted voice teacher at the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music and director of the
club since 1936. Also returning to
their duties of past seasons are
Henri Golembliewski, accompanist, and, of course, Fr. Usher as
faculty adviser.

Cadet Appointments, Change
In Staff Top Military News
Succeeding Captain Gale A.
Watson on the Military Staff of
the R.O.T.C. unit at Xavier University is Captain Edward P.
Downing, F. A. An R.O.T.C. graduate of Eastern Kentucky State
Teacher's College, Captain Downing has been on active duty since
194.0 with the regular :Army.
During Wo.rld War II Captain
Downing saw action beginning
at Normandy and continuing
throughout the European Theater.
Captain Downing's position at
Xavier is that of assistant to the
Professor of Military Science and
Tactics in charge of all Basic
students, and moderator of the
Pershing Rifles organization.
•

•

•

chairmen to handle the Ball.
• • •
Serving as general chairman of
the Ball is Jack Dillon, commander of PR. Aiding him are
the following committee chairmen: invitations, Bill Byron; reservations, Emmett Ryan; tickets,
Jack Berger; music, Chris Volz;
publicity, Bill Johannigman; Honorary Colonels, Paul Vehr and
Charles Tieman; and decorations,
George Resing.
• • •
According to Major Victor L.
Boling, acting Professor of Military Science and Tactics, the following appointments have •been
m!!de: BAT'l\.\ L N STA:lt'F
10

•Bnttnlllon Commnudet', Lt. Col. .John
.T. Dlllon: Executive Officer, llfnjc>r
Paul A. Vehr, ,Jr.: S~t, Capt. Ohn•rles
r,. '£1eman: ,s.3, Fi-Mt u. .T1lmllll P.
UcCarthy.
HE..\iDQUAIRTEmiS BATT-ERY

The initial meetins of the xavier Rifle Club will be held on
t ber,4, i n Room 4":·
Mond ay, 0 co
Major Victor L. BOiins, the club• 1comn1andl11g omcer, capt. Eu'gene·
adviser, urges all past members ~: ~~~red. ~i'~-~~~!:~ OfJ'lcer, FIHt
to attend this meetlnl' as it ls ,
·
"·"-". BAT'DERY
of or1anizational importance.
Cmnmnn<llng Officer, Cnpt. Cbftl'les

•
Rifles, the
• •

Pershing
national
honorary military fraternity of
which Xavier has Company· G-I,
held its first conclave of the year
Wednesday, September 22. The
meeting featured the discussion
of plans for the Military Ball, and
the appointment of committee
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F. Kottmanu: Exeeuth·e Oftlce.r, Flnt
Lt. .James .J. Groves.
"B" BA"l"l'ERY
Oo111111nndlu-g OfflcCC', Capt, Corl J.
Siebert, .J·r,, Execnth·e Officer, First
r.t. Holten n. Craig.
"C" BA"l'TE·RY

Commanding Otfll.'ff', capt. .Jamee
Vnn A'l'sdall: Executive Officer, ·Fll'st
Lt. George .JI. Rohde.
·
"D" BATTERY

. Oommnndlng Officer, Capt. Donald
~t. ~:::ti.; X::t~~L~ve omcer, Flrat

of the education department, has
received word that William J.
Huth and Robert Benkert, both
Xavier '48, have been appointed
to .positions in the Cincinnati
Public School system. Mr. Huth is
at Western Hills High School and
Mr. Benkert at Columbia School.
Seven other undergraduate students have been appointed parttime instructors as part of their
training.
Thomas H. Hanna and Paul A.
Alexander are teaching English
classes at St. Xavier High School,
and Thomas M. McCafferty has
a class in .physical education.
At Purcell High School, John
A. Picciano, Xavier football lineman, is teaching .physical education. At the same school are Albert J. Bischoff and Salvatore B.
Wright, who are in the social science department
William H. Colsten has physical education clais at St. Rita's
School for the Deaf.
These men are not the first
Xavier men to become teachers,
in fact, many members of the
faculty were once students here.
However, they are the first teachers to ·be trained completely under the guidance of the Xavier
education department.

Supper And Dance
To Folloiv Booster
Initiation Rites
Initiation ceremonies for prospective Booster Club members
will be held Sunday, October 17,
at the Evening College. A buffet
·supper and an evening of dancing
will follow the four o'clock secret session during which those
Xavier students who meet Booster Club admittance requirements
will undergo informal induction
"atrocities," supervised by last
ear's ·Booster inductees led by
Ra~ph Gau.
Formal investiture in the organization will be held the following Sunday at a special Mass
and Communion. ·breakfast at St.
Xavier High School Chapel.
Evening College students who
have completed two semesters of
Xavier. University work are eligible for membership in the
Booster Club, the organization
that aims to keep "all things
Xavier" proudly held before all
students and the public.
Students interested in applying
for Booster Club membership are
urged to make application at the
Evening College office during the
coming week.

Father Dietz Sets
Interview Hours
In a special interview with the
Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S.J., organizational head of student counselling, the News learned of the
tentative plans for. the current
semester and of a schedule, soon
to be .posted on the b u 11 e ti n
boards, of conferences with stu'..
dents.
'
According to Father Dietz all
student conferences will be held
' 1h'is o ff'1ce on th e .mam
. fl oor of
m
Hinkle Hall from 9 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. Monday through Friday of
each week.
In addition to the conference
schedule Father Dietz mentioned
that confessions would be heard
three times daily, from 7:45 to
8: 40 in the morning, 12: 30 to
12: 45 at noon, and from 3 to 3: 30
in the afternoon.
A daily rosary and devotions
to Our Lady of Fatima commenced last week in the chapel.

Student Council President Bob
Conway has announced that the
initial meeting of the freshman
class will be held Monday or
Wednesday of next week, and
that definite notice of the time
and place of the session would be
placed on bulletin boards by Friday.
Business to be conducted at the
meetings wil include nomination
and election of class officers, followed by appointment of c las s
members to freshman position
now unfilled on the Social Committee, Judicial Board, and Athletic Board. A temporary chairman of the c l a s s will be
appointed by Conway prior to the
first meeting.

Until October 13

Postponement of the First Year
Club dance originally marked for
this past Wednesday evening, to
Wednesday, October 13, was announced by Larry Baker, dance
chairman.
The Wally Bollinger Trio will
be on hand to bid a musical welcome to Xavier, to all first and
second semester students attending this inaugural FYC autumnal ·
gathering.
All Xavier freshmen are invited to the affair, and are urged to
come comfortably dressed in
casual attire. An occasional hoedown will be interspersed among
the trio's popular re'nditions;
hence, "socks and saddles" will
be most appropriate.
The committee, led by Zeta
Gausling, Gerry Meyer, LaVerne
Klug, Joan Gerke, Harold Grome
and Bob Borchers is planning a
fast-paced program of entertainment for all comers. RefreshAn opportunity to meet old ments will be served; admission
and new classmates is afforded is free.
all Xavier students by the evening .college Booster Club at
The Drug Store closest to
their annual Get-Acquainted
Xavier University
Dance Wednesday evening, OcThe A.be Baumring
tober 6, at the evening college
fourth floor auditorium.
Pharmacy
Dance committee members
EVANSTON
Audrey McCafferty, Russ Weiler,
Mary Brinkman, Rosemary Bon- <H~. . . .~~...M . .~~M. ...,
ekamp and Harry Maly are converting the hall into a hospitality
RECORDS
house and get-acquainted grotto
for the occasion.
SHEET MUSIC
The currently popular Triple
Treat Trio will provide music
GREETING CARDS
for dancing for the five hundred
students that Larry Barker,
dance chairman, anticipates will
exchange musical handshakes and
intruductions at the affair.
34-36 E. Fifth St.
A $.60 admission charge includes the cost of refreshments.

E.C. Boosters Plan
Get Acquainted
Dance October 6

• •

SONG SHOP

What part of a $3.95 shirt

COSTS LESS THAN A PENNY?
It's a part you can't see - the electricity used in making
the shirt. Electric power to cut and sew a shirt . . . and
provide light for the worker ... costs less than a penny.
In fact, not even 2/3 of a cent in Cincinnati. Electricity
is the smallest item of cost in practically all manufactured
articles, generally much less than 1 %. Yet, economical as
it is, your Gas & Electric Company's power engineers are
always ready to help manufacturers find new ways to use
electricity more efficiently.
·

TH.E CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY

~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH
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XAVIER SPORTS
WJLDCATS TRAMPLE BLUE EI. EVEN
AS MUSKETEERS FIGHT TO END
BLANDA'S PA~SES, UK INTERCEPTIONS,
CAUSE ROUT AFTER X's LONE MARKER
University of Kentucky's savage Wildcats put a stop to
any Xavier fan's dream of an undefeated season last Saturday
night by soundly thrashing Xavier, 48-7, at Stoll Field in
Lexington.
Kentucky's bevy of fleet backs and the accurate arm

BEARCATS WON
SEVEN IN '47;
BEATEN THRICE
by S. C. Quill·

When the Musketeers invade
of Wildcat Captain George Blanda turned the game into a one- Wallace (Wah-Wah) Jones, add- Nippert Stadium Saturday, they
sided track meet after about ten ed two more in the third quarter will be facing a Bearcat team that
Ray Nolting, UC
Ed Kluska, XU
minutes of the first quarter had on another pass t<> the fabulous last year had a record of seven
Wah-Wah
and
a
pass-interception,
victories
and
three
defeats,
runelapsed. Up until then, Xavier had
held Kentucky on even terms; and finished up their evening's ning up a total score of 182 points
but once the Wildcat scoring work with two more markers in as against 168 for their opponmachine got started, it produced the .final stanza. The last Ken- ents.
The worst defeat suffered by
touchdowns almost at will.
· tucky touchdown was on a pass
Kentucky kicked off to Xavier, interception by Dom Fucci, who the Red and Black last season
was the 38-7 setback at the hands
and after two unsuccessful line sped 78 yards to score.
plunges · by Jim Liber and Bill
Intercepted passes proved to of the Miami Red~kins, while the
By Jim Ras/eld
Coach Ed Kluska called for the
Ray Nolting's office on the UC Davis, Bob Conway punted to be Xavier's downfall, as the highest scoring victory of the UC
entire
student ·body to unite be-·
campus is a veritable beehive of Kentucky's 38 yard line, where Wildcats .intercepted six, and squad was a 34:...0 rout of Ohio
hind the team in Saturday's footuniversity.·
activity, and when Ray does man- the ball rolled dead. Three Wild- turned three into scores.
ball game with the University cif
age to be there it is only for a cat running plays ·brought ·the
Comparing how the two schools Cincinnati.
Xavier's line, on the whole,
.
few .minutes •because he is usually ball to Xavier's 29 yard line, comes into consideration for some fared against mutual foes and
In
recalling
the
wholesome,
busy on the practice field. The from where quarterback Blanda praise for a well-played game. against each other, although not
UC chief mentor has a lot of hit end Ben Zaranka with an The performance of the forward a basis to make judgement of ene1·getic spirit of the Xavier stusophomore material that met aerial for Kentucky's first touch- wall was the only thing the the coming contest, is at least dents at 1ast year's U.C. game,
Coach Kluska asked the students
their first test in the Hardin- down. Tackle Bob Gain kicked Musketeer rooters could cheer interesting.
Simmons game and he found that the extra point, and Kentucky about throughout the overall disXavier lost to Kentucky 20-7 to back the team again with that
more practice was needed for the led, 7-0.
while
the Bearcats lost 20-0. XU same spirit that ty.pifies Xavier.
mal game.
·
oncoming ·battle with Xavier.
Xavier bounced right back to
lost to Dayton 38-6 and the Bear- The Musketeer 'head coach stated
"The Jolter" played for the knot the score with Bob McQuade
ca ts did likewise by a 26-21 score. that the team was at its best,
Bearcats back in '33, '34 and '35, and Jim DeFranco teaming up to
Ohio U. upset Xavier 12-7 while both physically and mentally,
graduating in ,'36 and joining the account for most of the yardage.
the Bearcats trounced the Bob- and would do its share to· make
Chicago Bears the same year. He After Charlie Squeri had re-1
·cats 34.:0. Against Miami the the game a complete success.
Coach Kluska emphasized that
played with the Bears until 1944 turned the kick-off to the 20 yard
Musketeers provided the only
at a halfback post.
line, Pat Fehring made five yards
blemish on an otherwise spotless he hoped the Xavier students
Ray claims that about four of around end. McQuade then found
record, emerging with a 6-6 tie, would enjoy the performance of
, his players won't see a c t i o n DeFranco with a pass on the 46,
while the Bearcats lost 38-7. · th football team. "to the final
whistle."
against the Musketeers. In Ray's and the stocky end carried it to
The 1947 record of the Univerown words, "We are looking for the 25. A short pass to Squeri and
sity of Cincinnati:
the usual tough battle this year, three line smashes by Conway
UC
Opp.
as any year, against 'X'."
gave Xavier a first down on Ken0
Kentucky
20
tucky's
14
yard
line.
Wiethe Hopeful
20
St.
Bonaventure
On
second
down,
McQuade
14
We caught John (Socko) Wie21 Dayton
26
the as he walked onto the Bear- fired a short pass to DeFranco
cat practice field and he too felt who grabbed it on the 5 and
20 Oklahoma City
13
. Those •big. blue and white cards
that the UC-XU game would be squirmed over for the score.
27 Xavier
25
used in staging special cheering
Gerry
Keefe's
:place
kick
was
another tough one on the Cincin34 Ohio U.
0
exhibitions at Xavier football
good, and the score was tied, 7.7;
nati schedule.
games have finally been found.
20
Miami
(Fla.)
7
After
this
point
in
the
game,
it
"Socko" is a graduate of the
was
all
a
Kentucky
story.
Tom Link, head cheerleader,
7
Western
Reserve
6
1934 dass of ,Xavier University
On the first play from scrimwho had searched the campus
26 ·Butler
and had begun his colorful career
19
high and low trying to unearth
in sports before that time. At mage after receiving the kickoff,
7 Miami (Ohio)
38
the missing placards, bounced
Xavier John won his monograms Kentucky shook Norm Klein
into the News office Wednesday
in football and basketball, win- loose, and the halfback raced 70
to announce that the colorful
ning All Ohio honors in both yards to score. Gain's •Placement Rorer· Stephens, UC Halfback
display would be attempted again
sports and the Xavier Legion of was good, and Kentucky led,
for the Xavier-Louisville game
Honor award for the best ath- 14•1 ·
The Wildcats scored once more
Future foes fared 'poorly last ~'riday, Oct. 8.
lete of the year. After. graduating,
The complicated process of
week as Dayton beat Carroll
he played pro-football, coached in the first half on two passes to
flashing
the cards to portray
26-18,
Louisville
was
on
the
short
·both high school and college ======::::::::;:::;:::;:::;:~
sports, conducting at the same
Coach Ray Tilton announced end of a 13-7 score in a game with novel designs requires considerBasketball
time a successful local law praclast week a new plan for condi- Memphis State, Miami tied Vir- able and painstaking· practice.
A
special
meeting of the tioning the members of the track gi~ia 14 all, Western Michigan L i n k ·stated notices of practice
tice.
Wiethe has a Bearcat forward basketball team has been called team. A fall season of training trounced Western Reserve 26-0, sessions w~uld therefore be placwall that includes three inex- for 4:00 p.m. Monday in Mem-- will be inaugurated for all track UC tied Hardin-Simmons 7 up, ed on bulletin boards next week,
perienced men whom he hopes orial Fieldhouse. All members and field men, in addition to the and Marshall ·beat Morehead, and ·an students are urged to
partic;.ipate.
will come up to his expectations. of last year's squad are asked regular distance runners who 19-7.
to
be
present.
Students handling the cards
"Sock" says that the whole team
compete on the cross-country
will
again be given' the opporhas worked hard and shows good
team.
tunity to sit in special seats at
promise.
In previous years, the track
the stadium dul'ing those games
Benar Optimistic
team had only the regular spring
when the display is featured.
practice. This made it difficult
Bud Bonar, the ·backfield coach
for Coach Tilton to give all the
for the Bearcats, thinks that his
men his personal attention. Basecharges have plenty of speed but
ball and spring football practice
could use more weight and experience to give them the polish
on the same field at the same
that they need.
time were other factors that made
(ContiDued from Pase I)
the short · spring season inadeBud is a grad of Notre Dame,
to. the "beat U. C." movement
quate. The new autumn track
where he called the signals from
are the Rev. President Celestin
practices will· give Coach Tilton
the quarterback spot during '32,
J, Steiner S.J., Al Stephan, ditwice as much time to work with
'33 and '34. He has since played
rector of athletics; Rev. Raymond
his men.
pro football with Ottawa, CanL. Mooney, S.J., Coaches· Ed
ada, and the New York Yankees.
Mr. Tilton issued a call for all
Kluska, Bill Feldhaus and Red
His home town is Bellaire, Ohio,
men interested in track or crossLavelle, and senior classmen
from which region many a footcountry to report at 4: 20 p.m.
playing their final game against
ball luminary has come forth to
Tuesday at the Fieldhouse or to
the crosstown foe.
star on the gl'idiron.
contact him personally. The fact
Students assisting McDermott
Bonar said, "Barring injuries
that all positions are open was
in plans for the rally include
on both teams, this game should
stressed by Mr. Tilton. In parDick Henkel, Athletic Board
be the best of the series between
ticular need were milers, twochairman; Bob McGraw, Social
the two schools, not only because
milers, pole-vaulters, high-jumpCommittee head; Bob Coates and
of the natural rivalry, but also
ers and hurdlers.
Tom Bohannon; other · Athletic
because of the caliber of both
Last year, Xavier won two and
Board members, and Tom Link,
squads this season."
Alkle Rlchardl, VC Halfback
lost three dual meets.
lohn Vllkolkl, VC Guard
head cheerleader.

UC

XU

Coaches
Comment

Coach
Comments

Louisville-XU
Game -To Feature
Card Displays

FUTURE X FOES'Training' FARED ' POORLY

Fall
FOr TraCkTearn

PEP RALLY SET
FOR FRIDAY

'
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Joe Meyer's

THIS 'n' . THAT
~~~""'~"'~~"~" ~~"""'

It does not amaze us that Xavier lost to the University of Kentucky, although with that hope that grows eternal in the hearts of
alumni, students and sports writers, we actually expected the Blue
and White to win this annual contest. To be truthful, what does
amaze us i's that Xavier has the courage to play \UK. When we
think of the size and dollar potentialities of .the two colleges we
wonder how Xavier can compete with such state-supported institutions.
When the l\'lusketeers invaded Lexington, they not only were
expected to compete against the Wildcat football team but against
taxpayer dollars from the whole Commonwealth of Kentucky. Alumni contributions and funds from the state built a stadium for UK
and this stadium is a good source of income, especially since it was
paid for before building started. In addition state funds provide a
budget for athletics.
Now, if the alumni of UK were each to give their alma mater
one copper cent, enough funds could be raised to erec.t a building
at least the size of our Science Hall. But if all Xavier'"S graduates
were to contribute a like amount I doubt if Xavier could purchase
another barracks. In fact, if each grad ·of the scholastic year '20-'21
were to give you a penny you couldn't buy a pint of milk in South
Hall, and yet in that year the X football team won seven and lost one.
At this point the athletic budget comes back into our conversation. At Xavier we can only afford a head coach and two assistants for the varsity. We aren't complaining about this because we
know that Coaches Kluska, Feldhaus and Lavelle are doing their
best and getting the . most out of the available material. But at
a school like UK or any other large taxpayer-supported university
they can afford a head coach, a backfield coach, a quarterback
coach if they use the T, a chief line coach, a coach foi: the ends,
a center coach and one for the guards and tackles. It doesn't make
any difference how much all" this costs because the budget allows
so much, the big stadium brings in more, and in the large alumni
there are always a few who actively support athletics with both
time and money.
W.e don't want .fo give the impression that Xavier's alumni is
not as actively supporting athletics. By proportionate comparison
we believe that our alumni i"S much more active than that of any
state-supported school, but they are outnumbered.
Remember this point too: Xavier is a printe school. Can you
name another private school in the whole of the great middle west
besides Notre Dame that has consistent winners year in and year
out. In the whole nation there are only a few private schools that
are even consistent threats - Holy Cross and Boston College are
two. As far as. the midwest goes Xavier is only second to Notre
Dame in private school football.

• • • • •

This is .the crucial year in Xavier football. We must defeat UC
this season or find ourselves strictly a small college athletically.
There is more at stake now, for this game, than just the playing
of another grid conte"St. Each man on the team knows that; each
man in the school knows it. To enumerate the reasons would be
foolish on my part. There can be victory only in points, a moral
victory in itself means nothing. What we want are touchdowns.
0

Grid Eye Focuses On X And UC Fr. Mooney Lists
For Saturday's Gridir~n Clash Atli~etic Board's.
(Contin~ed

Pag~

from
1)
and if sound, the much publicized Stephens will start at his
left halfback slot. The Waterloo,
Iowa senior is unquestionably the
big gun of the U. c. attack, and
checking him is the first step "X"
must take when shooting for the
'Cat's skin.
The McMickener's other half is

Hal · Johnson, UC
manned by the veteran Alkie
Richards, who as a senior is
rounding out his third term as a
Bearcat first stringer. Jim Dougherty spells either starter when
one or other runs out of steam,
and the Bellevue,. Ky., letterman
after a look- (no-sign) -see at the
pro ranks comes back to finish
out his last year. Another man
Xavier mu:st watch is Si Stayman,
150 lb. 5 foot 8 inch speed merchant, who is Nolting's spot man
this year and the Troy, Ohio, lad,
according to reports, can really
cross the chalk lines if he's
sprung.
At fullback for U. C. are two

• • • • •

It was unfortunate that the only Bearcat game before the
Xavier-UC meeting was the same night of the Kentucky fray. We
wantcul to see how the Cincinnatians fared in their first encounter
so we passed up· the chance to go to Lexington and went to the
Hardin-Simmons game instead.
UC again has a plethora of •backfield men, but their line, although good; is not exceptional. What does count on their forward
wall is the number of capable su·bstitutes. The Bearcats had all the
breaks Saturday night but were unable to_ capitalize on them.
Roger Stephens made only two runs in the game, one for one
yard and another for seven. Wilton (The Hook) Davis showed Cin- clnnati fans why Stephens is not an All American. When The Hook
· broke loose on his seventy-yard jaunt that was called back, be
raced through the whole UC team, cutting back and dodging wouldbe tacklers with such skill that it made us wonder what it does take
to make an All American. We've seen the great teams of Michigan
and Notre Dame in the last two years, but we've never seen a mkn
run like that.
A'.lkie Richards and Jim Dougherty looked good at the halfback posts and will cause trouble Saturday. Both are capable of
going all the way anytime they have .the ball. On the line John
Vilkoski at guard and Don Uphoff are the best.

..···· . . .

The same announcer on the public address system of Nippert
Stadium is in 'evidence again this year. Dave Grote, who has a
similar. position at Xavier, is the best we've heard in many a year.
Dave does his Job, gives the pertinent facts, and makes no com·
ments. To the assembled crowd the man on the PA system reflects
the university.

• • • • •

There has been talk of a Musketeer sponsored train to Cleveland for the John Carroll game. We think this is a good ·plan and
hope that the Student Council and the Musketeer Club or the
Alumni Association take up the idea and ,push it to completion.
John Carroll· has ·become almost a traditional foe and the added
support and interest of Xavieriteil should make it an even better
yearly game.

• • • • •

Speaking of traditional foes, that is exactly, what Xavier needs.
A Thanksgiving Day game with somebody, anybody, would be the
best thing the Athletic Department could do for the University.
John Carroll would make an ideal opponent, but almost any school
could be made the traditional foe. Not playing. on Thanksgiving
Day is just another bit of evidence to the· ,average Cincinnatian
.that Xavier bows to the will of the city university.

Sheldon Dunlap, 215 pounds and
210 pound Dick Kane answer line
Coach Wiethe's call at tackles, and
are ·backed solidly by Bob FenIon, Gerry Stautberg, Chuck
Schebor and Tom Jessen who
doubles as the extra point hooter.
his place kicks whipped the
Muskies last October.
Vilkoski, Line Backer
At guards Les Heizmann and
Vilkoski might dislodge
Blake and Lowell Storm,
handled those. spots last
week. Heizmann was the hero of
the Simmons game as his ball
stealing trick set up the u. C.
score. Vilkoski is a defensive
standout and usually backs up
the line in Brill's spot when the
N olting· troops set up defense.
Blake is a 215 lb. mauler from
Middletown, and Storm checks in

Policy, Oivn Ditties

Rev. Raymond L. Mooney, S.J.,
newly appointed faculty moderator of Athletics and chairman of
the Board of Athletic Control,
stated in a recent interview that
he was enthusiastically behind
the Xavier Musketeers in all
their athletic endeavors.
In reiterating the Board's Athletic policy, that of, (1) admirable character in athletes, (2)
good scholarship in athletes, and
(3) aggressiveness fn athletes.
Fr. Mooney injected his own
personal optimism over the coming year's athletic campaigns.
Teamwork from the athlete
before his pursuit of personal
glory is expected by the authorities and student body.
"I am of the conviction," Fr.
Mooney stated, "that no game is
lost until the final whistle has
blown. I have no use for the
moral victory attitude in any
game, nor have I sympathy for
any so-called jinx ·such as the
University of Cincinnati game. A
bad break last year can not win
or lose this year.
"From the viewpoint of the
school, we will strive to provide
all that the athlete needs, and to
correct all things that reasonably
can be expected to be corrected.
"Athletes and student body
both can expect fairness, consideration, and personal interest on the part of myself and all
authorities."
In ·carrying out his duties as
faculty moderator of Athletics,
Fr. Mooney stressed, "My personFloyd Shorts, UC Center
al viewpoints are in line with the
at 190 lb. and is a product of Xavier Musketeer model-authornearby Hamilton.
ities, student body, athletes-one
Four centers, all 200 pounds for all, all for one".
or better, give a lot of depth to
the pivot ·.picture.· Jack Bittekofer gets first call and is pressed
by Shorts, Pramick, and Pitman.
X Regulars to Start
To combat these U. C. standMEN'S WORLD
ard -bearers Coach Kluska will
send his usual lineup, unless some
of last Saturdays injuries are
still plaguing the regulars. The
Blue will ..field Jim DeFranco and
Hugh O'Brien at ends, Big Jim
Marek and Bigger Ray· Stackhouse at tackles; To m Duff,
Frank Domanico, or Tom Ballaban will get the nod at the guard

ROLLIAN'S

Don McMillan, UC Quarterback
sophomores: Don Brill, who received first call la·st week, and
Pete St. Clair. Brill was a "do it
all" when he captained Ed Kluska's last high· school eleven at
Purcell, and Saturday they'll feud
from opposite camps.
Don McMillan and Tom O'Malley, both well schooled in Nolting's T, are back to divide the
signal calling and passing chores.
The Bearcat line is manned by
many returnees and a sprinkling·
of sophomores, and it carries a
good amount of heft from tackle
to tackle.
Anderson and Uphoff at Ends
Bill Anderson and Don Uphoff
held up the flanks last Saturday
and if Anderson shakes off the
bruises he received last week the
same duo will ·probably start
against X. Elkton Pitts, Thurmen
Owens, Stan Klimczak, and Mike
Keane, ·all good defensive men,
fill out the U. C. raster and make
it. the strongest. spot on the team .

Men's Zitt!ter

POPLIN JACKETS

3.98

Stan Klimczak, UC End

posts, and the center stand is
Steve O'Dea. Bob McQuade will
Regularly 1.00
be throwing again from the QB
slot and will direct Bob Davis,
Charlie Squeri, and Bob Conway Water repellent Zelan treated
jackets that are weather re·
in ground maneuvers.

XAVIER's FAVORITE

BARBER
JULIUS LOHR
3757 Mont1omery Road
3 Blocks East of Campus

sistant.
pockets,
Natural
medium
to 44).

Zipper front, slash
elasticized w a i s t.
shade; small (36),
(38 to 40), large <42

ROLLMAN's MEN'S WORLD
VINE AND OPERA PLACE
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Xavier's Courey, Head Of NFCCS'
Cincinnati Region, Looks To Big Year
· A t• •t
Af.t er Hustie Of F uJI Summer
c IVI y
by Dick Hartigan
Jerry Conrey, Xavier Senior
from Owensboro, Ky., who is
Regional President of the National Federation of Catholic
College Students, •breathed a sigh
of relief Monday when interviewed. He realized then that all
hi·s arduous summer hours of
study had not been in vain, and
that, at last, the student body
and the local portion of the
world in general, were now to
read of the activities of one of
the most important organizations
in the world.
The summer activities of the
Federation began with the ter. t' · f
Aft
· M
mma
f 10n o c1ka·sses f m ay. t' er
~ e\~ wee sd to sfr~para wn
·
erry 3ourneye · 0
onaventure, N. Y., to the campus of St.
Bonaventure College where a
Congress of all the delegates of
the Catholic Action Gr 0 u P s
throughout America was to take
l
p ace.
.
.
Catholic Action Congress
The Congress was held as a
means of uniting all the Catholic
Action Groups in the country
which, in unison with the NFCCS
"foster the study of Catholic
Action in both theory and practice".
Several other local students attended the Congress at St. Bonaventure; Sheila Plunkett from
Villa Madonna College, Covington, Patricia Grannan and Mary
Mullaney, both from Our Lady
of Cincinnati College, took part
in the activities of the Congress.
Jerry traveled directly to Detrait from St. Bonaventure to attend a meeting of the Social A<:tion Institute at Mary Grove Col-

district, was their chief ambition,
but the cost of .putting the sheet
to press proved too great for the
Region to handle independently.
It was resolved, therefore, that
an attempt ·be made to solicit the
aid of the newspapers in all the
schools of the Region. The board
hoped to get these college newspapers to devote the first two
pages on one edition out of the
year solely to Regional and National NFCCS news.
Publa'ci'ty Prospect Bri"ght

spective purposes. At this meeting at OLC James Gilvary of the
University of Dayton was appointed the Regional Chairman
of the Catholic Action Workshops.
He has planned a meeting of all
the Drama Groups in -the Region
for Dec.. 11 at Nazareth College
in Louisville, Ky. These are the
highlights of the business which
transpired.
Attends Doctrine Congress
Jerry, on ·Sept. 26, with Bryant
Dwyer attended the first Regional
Congress of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine at St. Mary. of
the Springs college, Columbus,
Ohio. The Region has a commis· on the Confraternity located
s1on
at Ursuline college in Louisville.
On Wednesday, Sept. 29, Jerry
attended a meeting of the Re·
1 Pl
·
c
'tt
t
g10na
anmng
omm1 ee a
Our Lady of Cincinnati college
where plans were laid for Regional orientation on the NFCCS
aims and purposes. This was a
preliminary meeting for the one
to be held on the Xavier Campus this Saturday, Oct. 23.

Thus far the results are anything but discouraging, with the
aid o_f t~e E~gecliff of Our Lady
of Cmcmnah ,the Seton Journal
of Mount St. Joseph, and the News
already ,promised.
S c dl
in order to ·better
~ on y,
.
Region. al. control over the various
c?mm1ss1ons th roug h ou t th e R eg.1o_ns, and to s7t up .a more eff
nt
perahon with the Na
icie
coo
.
·
t'ional Federation, a movement
was initiated whereby the commissions throughout the Regions
will report fully on their activities at each Regional meeting.
This will .bring the total number
Orientation Planned
of reports up to five instead of
the singular report which was
The meeting on Saturday is an
the custom previously.
important one for all Senior and
Junior delegates and Club .presiInter-College Communication dents. The gist of the agenda will
Since the NFCCS is primarily be the orientation of the aims and
a student organization, it intends purposes of the NFCCS in regard
to render as much help to the in- to the individual student. Theredividual student .as possible. To fore, it is open to all students who
make this phase a more efficient wish to attend. All are cordially
working part on the. Federation, and heartily encouraged to attend.
the Regional board has drawn
All NFCCS work this year is
up a list of all other active cam- dedicated to the Blessed Virgin
pus · groups
th Ron •all other
Th' campusl' t • Mary, reports Jerry, and then,
es in
e eg10n.
ls is lS breathing another sigh of relief,
available to all Presidents of all "End of report."

Masque Elects
New Officers
At their first formal meeting
last Friday evening in South
Hall, the Masque Society, under

~~~n~;~e~:~:ct~~.. t~~~o~e~:yD~~~

elected officers for the coming
year. Their new .president, Walter Whalen, Liberal Arts junior,
is a veteran df several Masque
productions. Miss Sue Fisher,
Evening Division freshman, was
elected vice-president. William
Costello, Business Administration senior, will assume the duties
of secretary-treasurer.
During the course of the business meeting that followed, several appointments were made.
They included:
Otis Schulte, Liberal Arts
junior, technical director; Wendell Sullivan, Liberal Arts junior, chairman of the Business
Director's Board. Members in~
elude William Cleary and Louis Bunning, Liberal Arts sophomore and junior respectively;
Miss Marilyn Hilvers, Evening
Division sophomore, social committee chairman; Emmet Ryan,
Liberal Arts sophomore, lighting technician.
The members present were
given an insight as to the improvemehts that 'Will be made on
the South Hall stage and audi·
R enovat10ns
·
tonum.
on the stage,
ceiling and lighting will be completed within several weeks, it is
hoped.
The next regularly ,scheduled
meeting of the group will be
Friday, Oct. 8, in South Hall. At
that time several m~mbers of the
organization will rpresent a scene
from a well-known stage production.
Those attending the initial
meeti'ng were·.
.Toy'IH~ IIoltel, I~mmct Rynn, Al Moser,
Itohert :\lcllruw, .fohn Costello, .Tolin
Ilinl•ler, Ylrglnla Butr., Connie IIoltel,
Wnltc-r "'hulcn, Dermott Grlec, Sue

Neivs May Revive
Jesuit Neivs Group
(Continued from Page 1)
ton; Holy Cross college, Worcester.
Also University of Detroit,
Michigan; R o c k h u r s t college,
Kansas City; St. Louis university,
St. Louis, Missouri; Creighton
university, Omaha; St. Peter's
college, Jersey City; Canisius
college, Buffalo, N. Y.; Fordham
university, New York; Le Moyrle
college, Syracuse; John Carroll
university, Cleveland, Ohio; St.
Joseph's college, Philadelphia;
University of Scranton, Pennslyvania; Gonzaga university, Spokane; Seattle college, Seattle,
Wash.; and Marquette university,
Milwaukee, W.is.

NOTARY PUBLICS ·.ON CAMPUS
Notaries: Our readers are ad·
vised that the following notary
publics are ready to serve students and faculty members on
the Evanston Campus:
Raymond J. Felllnger, Registrar's Office.
Jrivin F. Beumer, Veteran's
Office.
'
Joseph Link,, Jr., XU NEWS
Office.
Paul J. Burkhardt, Bursars
Office.
--------------------------XU NEWS SUBSCRIPTIONS
Students, alumni and alum·
nae may now have the weekly
8 page XU NEWS sent .t'o
their homes or offices for $1.50
per year.
Money orders or
checks may be sent to the Bas·
lness Manager, XU NEWS,
Xavier Univenlty, . Evanston,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
11
F ·Is er,
Edwaril·
sumvan,
"'llllam
Clemry,
Dick
Hn·r.tlg1111,
Jack Gilligan,
mmcr :\Jonue, ·Stunley Roehm. Otis
Schulte, '!'om Austlng, 1li"lnn Conley,
Hobert Schaffer, Al Bishoff, l:\!Hllyn
Hlh·ers. Bob Helmes, Louis Bunning
and Lillian •.\nd,rews.

~~.Th~ mpn~ation ~ rom-~mpmmpn~atiom~am~m ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~

prised of Catholic Students of
the Newman Clubs and the
NFCCS.
Labor-Management Lectures
Men, prominent in labor circles
throughout the nation, lectured
on relations between Labor and
Management to the assemblage
of students. The lectures were
so designated that they would
fit into the particular interests of
this group of listening students,
and would enable the student to
learn hi'i; place in the economic
world of today in union with
Catholic beliefs.
Th•meeting was 'conducted in
the form of a class, its basis ,being
the study interpretations of the
"Quadragesimo Anno" encyclical
of Pope Pius XI on the "Reconstruction of the Social Order."
As travelling companions on
this trek Jerry had Mi·sses Suzanne Schimanski, Mary Beth
Ritter, Patricia Berning, Mary
Claire Leis, Mary Schleuter, all
from Our Lady of Cincinnati,
College, as well as Charles Hogan,
our own National President from
Xavier.
The session lasted until the
18th of June, the ending of which
placed a period behind the summer travels of our Regional
President.
This Year's Plans
On 4ugust 8th, at Our Lady
of Cincinnati College, the Regional Executive board met to
discuss and lay the plans of Regional activities for the coming
school year. Proving the diligence with which the executive
board constantly works and
thinks are the plans upon which
they decided and will put to
work now that the school year
has begun.
A Regional Newspaper, carrying all the NFCCS news of this

for them to contact organizations
of other colleges who participate
in the same activity.
At thls same meeting of the
executive board, a Regional Director of the Radio Acceptance
Poll was appointed. Due to his
outstanding work in this poll last
year, Xavie~'s Milt Partridge was
nominated to this position. This
year Milt will-'govern all Regional reports on the .poll, and will
send these reports to all other
schools in the Region, so that a
common knowledge of Regional
activity in this respect will be at
hand. Lacking last year, thi~ new
office is hoped to prove profitable to the Federation. R.A.P.
this year will also include a
Scr~pt poll, governing the theater,
and a magazine poll, governing
the material printed in all the
leading periodicals in the country.

New May Program
As was the plan last year, the
R e g i o n will hold on May 1 a
project for the outward expression of the faith of each college
student. Many of you remember
the "Living Rosary" project, held
here at Xavier last May 1, and
attended by delegates and members of the NFCCS from all over
the Region. This year a more extensive and better all-around
program is planned with all the
sodalities of the Region taking
part.
A new Regional Chaplain, the
Rev. Alfred G. Stritch, Chaplain
of Our Lady of Cincinnati college,
was appointed. Rev. Stritch replaced the Rev. J. H. Hogan of
St. Mary's Seminary, Norwood.
In the Federation ther.e is an
internal group known as the
"workshop," which is an organization of like clubs working together as well as individually
for. the furtherance of their re-

WALDORF LOUNGE

left
Belmont's original one·button
soft-roll double-breasted
lounge, the perfect·Rtting
suit. Smart patterns and colors.

PARK LO'UNGE below
· Belmont's original two.button
single-breasted soft-roll
lounge, with convertible flap
pockets. Rich patterns and colors.

want a

SUIT

that's

•BEAUT?
Th• odds are a hundred to one
that a Belmont suit will make the
most of your physique. These
lounge models give 'you that
broader, better appearance.

Fi"e

Priced
from
$35.00

quality, smart patterns.

Des·igned
Exclusively For

N.E. Corner
7th. 6 Central

__________________________________________________.
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Night Division
Formal Nov. 6
At Hotel Gibson
The •big semi-formal dance of
the y~ar, so far as Xavier evening collegians are concerned,
will be held this November 6 at
the Hotel Gibson Ballroom.
The decision, unprecedented in
Xavier history, to have this annual Booster - sponsored semiformal affafr augmented lby the
light of the harvest moon :rather
than "'the s_cent of· early honeysuckle, as far as this reporter is
able to ascertain, is meeting with
plaudits of warm approval on all
sides.
According to Carl Grome, dance
chairman and Booster officer, the
move was decided upon to ease
somewhat Xavier's crowded calendar of springtime social. affairs
and pre-graduation activities.
Admission to the dance is open
to all Xavier students and their
friends. Tickets at $3.00 a couple
will be distributed to all evening
college students. Table reservations may be made at the evening college office.

Heidelberg Club
To Hear Opera

Tlie Plays A11d Stan Kenton • • •

DOWN FRONT
By Al Moser
LIGHTS AND A LOVELY LADY - Jim Troup, company manager of "The Winslow Boy", which played at Cox last week, was
glad to find the lights on and in good working order when he
arrived. The last time Mr. Troup was in Cincy ha had the musical
"Bloomer Girl", with him at the Emery. In the middle of one of
the evening performances the lights went out - all of them - and
stayed out for 45 minutes. Thanks to the charm and showmanship
of Nanette Fabray, star of the show and J1!0re recently in "High
Button Shoes", who entertained the audience during the whole
blackout, the situation was saved and only two people left the
theatre. Mi·ss Fabray is one of the finest troupers in show business,
and also m;1e of the prettiest. Remember the name, Nanette Fabray,
and don't miss seeing her if you ever have the chance.
Before we stray too far away from the theatre, here are a few
notes on the next couple of shows at the Cox and Taft. Cox will
be dark for three weeks until Oct. 18 when "John Loves Mary"
will open. It's probably a very funny show - much on the order
of "Dear Ruth". Taft Theatre's rafters will i:ing when "Annie Get
Your Gun" holds forth there for four days •beginning Nov. 1. A gal
named Billie Worth will be Annie.

• • • • •

KENTON . . . A few words on Stanley Newcomb Kenton and
Progressive Jazz. It was on April 17, 1947, that Kenton's health
gave out and the famed "Artistry in Rhythm" band fell apart. During the following summer, while he was'trying to get back in shape,
he began composing jazz concert pieces. Out of this period came
"Theme to the West" and, with his arranger Pete Rugolo, "Prologue
Suite". He realized that to get these numbers played he would
have to play them himself. So, in Sept., 1947 at the Rendezvous
Ballroom in Balboa, Calif., where they had made their debut in
1941, the reorganized Kenton Krew made their first appearance. In
Nov., 1947, when the band packed the Chicago Civic Opera House
and 3500 people were turned away, Kenton knew he was on his way.
Here are some statement.s that Kenton has made concerning
Progressive Jazz. Take them for what they're worth. "I believe that
jazz. would die eventually unless it move·s ahead harmonically;
otherwise it would stay a folk music such as Dixieland and the
early forms of jazz." "I believe that jazz is the Qnly culture that
America has ever offered to the world." And finally he says about
the concert field: "I can say honestly that if they (the concerts)
do not succeed, I will have no intere·st in the music business. Just
to be leading a band that is one of America's popular name bands
is not my idea of an interesting career."

'.llhe first regular meeting of
the Heidelberg Club will take
place at the Kolping House, 1523
Republic s.treet, Cincinnati, on
Tuesday, Oct. 6. ·
One of the subjects will be
Richard Wagner's "Tristan und
Isolde" which will be played
. from recordings. The speaker on
this subject will be Mr. Joseph
E. Bourgeois.
The club requires that all
members have a minimum of one
• • • • •
year of German. Purpose of the
••• AND MISS CHRISTY - June Christy's first engagement
Heidelberg Club is to foster an with a "name" band was with Boyd Raeburn. She joined Kenton's
interest in German history, cul- band in 1945, she's twenty-two years old, and she's married to Bob
ture and language.
Cooper who plays the hot tenor sax in the ·band. Incidentally June's
real name is Shirley Luster. Kenton was the one who decided she'd
better change it. "It sounds like some new kind of shampoo," he
said.
Oh yes. Almost forgot to mention that Stan Kenton, June
Chri'sty,
et al, will be at the Taft Saturday night.
Reorganizational plans of the
• • •
Math-Physics Club for the curMASQUE MEN AND MAIDS - From here it looks like the
rent semester will be taken up
at the club's first meeting, tenta- Masque Society is going to have one of its most successful years
tively set for October 6. Accord- and have a rousing good time doing it. By next May it will probably
ing to ,Gene Cordier, club officer, be one of the mo·st popular organizations on campus. Mr. Dial
meetings will be held every other sounds very much like a man who knows what he's talking about.
Wednesday in Room 47 on the
main floor of Albers Hall.
The first meeting of the year
will be open to
former· members and students who profess
an interest in the latest developments of physics, electronics, and
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
radio.
·
·
energy restoring food makes it an essential
Founded in 1941, the club
strives to foster and· promote a
in every student's diet.
spirit Qf interest in the study· of
the latest developments in the
fields of mathematics and physics.
Having a roster of 25 members,
the club plaps to have lectures
AV. 6480
2519 Vine Street
delivered to the group by various prominent scientific and in-!.e!JEr=r=r=r==r=e=r==r==e
dustrial leaders.
'.llhe Rev. Victor C. Stechschulte, S.J., presides as moderator of the group with students
Raymond Schmidt as president,
Richard Gagee, vice president,
Norbert Stockman, secretary,
John Lagedrost and Gene Cordier, directors.

.PAGE SEVEN

Record Throng Talks, Movies At
At Holy Name Af':
o~~~!~:~ding
Rally Looms student
talks by Peter Bruse, Austrian
at Xavier, Charles Hogan

::!

1

A record enrollment of war
veterans from the nation's military services is anticipated to be
in participation at the annual
Holy Name Society Rally at
Crosley Field on October 10, it
has been announced.
The procession for the rally
will begin as usual in the Central
Parkway area in the neighborhood of 12th and 15th streets.
John Moran, grand marshal of
the rally, is proceeding on mobilization of the details for the
division and parish marshals who
will head the marching men.
Solemn Benediction of· the
Blessed Sacrament at ~rosley
Field will conclude the colorful
and impressive manifestation of
"live Catholic Action" of virile
men honoring the Holy Name of
Jesus.
The marchers are urged to convene at the designated formation
locations at the appointed time
in order that the procession can
move promptly.
Dormitory students will march
with the parishioners of Bellarmine Chapel, Rev. Frank T.
Dietz, S.J., said.

national president of the NFCCS,
and movies on the forthcoming
X. U.-U. C. football game will
highlight ·the first quarterly
meeting of the Alumni Association for 1948-49. The meeting
will be held next Wednesday,
Oct. 6, at 8:15 p.m. at Hotel Alms'
Club Village.
-~~~~~~~~~~~~
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118 East Sixth Street
!!
Cincinnati, Ohio
CONRAD FOCHT, Sf'.,
P1"oprietof'

Mahley & Car.e_w
Sha11 in Caal Ca111lort
Era111 16 O'Clock to li::JO P.~I.

Too Important To Forget -

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.

The Purple Cow is the place to meet

Hallow,,e,en Dance Likely When Xavier men want to treat

Robert McGraw, social committee chairman, has announced
that plans for a Halloween dance
are now in the hands of Student
Council for approval.
He also revealed that a dance
committee will be appointed this
week and that. the appointed
committee's term of office would
extend through . the month of
Jan., 1949.

Each other or their girl friend fair
To food fit for a millionaire.

.

THE PURPLE COW
Fountain Square Hotel

Cincinnati; Ohio
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Math-Physics Club
Reorganizes O.ct. 6
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£eatlier trim ,,ives
lasltlon importance to

Hansen Gloves

2.00

Fabric gauntlets by a renowned maker accent
their wide flare with diagonal applique of
leather, done in the modern manner. They are
soft, sueded rayon, ambitious enough for your
important costumes. Black or brown, with the
leather applique to match. Sizes 6 to 71Ji.

Mail and phone orders filled. ·
1'1n•ley'• Glove•

1

Streee Floor

,
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G1·ad11ate Head P1·eparing
United Nations' Pamphlet
fly Tim Dowtl
Do you think the United Nations is a failure? If you do,
maybe you had better yeview their work. Or, better still, let
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy do it for you.
Dr. McCoy, head of the Graduate Division, spent •most
of the summer at Lake Success, New York, writing of the
actual work that has been done
by the UN towards peace. The
finished booklet, entitled Is The
Unite(l Nations Succeeding?, will
probably make you appreciate
the world organization's work a
little more.
Dr. McCoy opens by reminding
the reader that the basic and
In recent years, there has been
only purpose of the United Na- a steady increase in the number
tions is .to prevent war. Every of foreign students matriculating
council, agency and organization at Xavier. One such student is
that is a part of UN has as its James Tai-Tsung King, who just
job the prevention of one partic- entereCl Xavier this month.
ular cause of '\Var.
Born on Nov. 27, 1930, in ShangThen, organization by organ- hai, Jim was educated at Gonization, we look at the record zaga Grade School, St. Francis
made in the first thrt;e years and Xaviei· High School, and the Naobserve just how successful, from tional Tsing Hua, a government
the General Assembly through school. Since China's finances
the World Health Organization are more or less chaotic, the govto the International Refugee Or- ernment adopted the plan of
ganization, UN has actually been. establishing schools and paying
The tabulation of the box the tuition as well as an allotscores shows that for a young ment to the student, Jim revealed.
inexperienced organization with
How did Jim come to Xavier?
no real power .behind it the UN Since many Chinese students on
·hasn't clone a bit bad.
their own could not study in the
Dr. McCoy wrote the pamphlet United States, Archbishop Paul
at the international seminar that YuPin started the Commissio
met this ··summer. The group, Syndalis to assist them. Jim was
consisting of 45 educators from selected by Father Mao, a priest
27 countries, was concern~d with of his diocese and Chairman of
producing materials useful for the Commission.
teaching about the UN in schools.
Jim also said that there are
Dr. McCoy's pamphlets is one of over 80 Chinese students on
the results of that seminar.
scholarships in this country. Jim's
On it·s success in the future, major at Xavier is Business AdDr. McCoy writes, "It can con- ministration. He hopes· to enter
tinue 'to succeed if the UN . . . banking or the insurance field
can make further inroads on the after graduation.
practice of unlimited national
sovereignty; if Russia and the
United States can agree on a
peace treaty for Germany; and if
the European Recovery Program
works".

Shanghai Lad
New Addition
To Foreign Set

Bu,nning Named
To Pie's Cou,ncil
Lou Bunning, Jr., managing
editor of the News, has been
named to the College Council of
Pie magazine. The Council represents over 95 colleges in the
United States.
Through the appointment,
Bunning becomes eligible to compete for the cash prizes Pie offers its college representatives
for the best stories during the
year.

Frosh Attend
Mou,nt Dance
Four-hundred fre·shmen from
Mount Saint Joseph college and
Xavier University greatly enjoyed a "get acquainted" dance held
Wednesday, September 22, at the
Mount Saint Joseph college campus. T·he Campus Committee provided three buses to enable the
freshmen -to attend thfs affair.

Debate Activity
For Year Lauuchecl
By Philopecliaus

Mr. Victor Dial, new moderator of the Poland Philopedian
Society, gave members of the
group an outline for this year's
debates at their initial meeting
held last week.
Ray Schlichte, president of the
debaters, Bi 11 Parsley, John
Kirchner and Jerry Conrey will
work with Mr. Dial in planning
the intercollegiate cl e b a t es
throughout the year.
The society will meet tonight
and listen to new -members give
warm-up speeches.

r··--··:~:-~::-~7~::··-··-,···
I
Take advantage of
I Our money saving offer I

I

$5.00 Food Books for $4.25

I

Patsy Klein's·

'

Restaurant

I

I

3472 Reading Road
Cincinnati 29, Ohio
Telephone AVon 9474

1
I
I

I
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Raincoats

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Student rate, 3 months $10

Umbrellas"
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

-

All makes NEW PORTABLES
Royal, Underwood, Corona, Remington and reconditioned STANDARD machines for sale. Price
$49.50 up.· BUDGET sale terms,
$1.50 per week.

PETER PAUL SERVICE

808 Main Street

PA

0865

Joe Meyer
Paul Gorman
Jim O'Brien
Heading for class, Joe is wearing a fine Stroock sport coat with covert
slacks. Paul wears a good-looki.ng brown covert suit and Jim has on
the popular double-breasted, low roll suit in worsted sharkskin.

This Time Go Back in Style
This time go back to college outfitted by Dunlap's.
Dunlap's has what a college man wants ... college
style, good taste, moderate prices. Com e in and
look over our complet e college wardrobes featuring the-famous style and quality of Hart Schaffner
& Marx clothes.
1

1

Cheek These
Important Items
We Dave Them!
Shetland-type suits ... 52.50
Glen plaid suits ... from 65.00
Flannel suits ... from 62.50
Blue suits ... from 60.00
Covert suits ... 62.50
Gabardine suits ... from 60.00
Low roll model suits ... from 60.00
University model (center vent)
suits . . . from 52.50
Gabardine coats ... from 38.75
Zip-lined covert coats ... 55.00
Alligator raincoats ... from 10.75
Covert, flannel, and gabardine
slacks ~ .. from 13.75
Sport coats ... from 37.50
Corduroy coats ... from 19.75
Mouton-I ined coats with mouton
collars ... 50.00
Tu~edos and full dress suits.
from 60.00
English tab collar white shirts ... 5.95
Cutaway collar shirts ... 3.95
Imported English argyle socks ... 2.95

Spalding button-down collar oxford
shirts ... 3.95
Imported foulard and challis ties

... 2.50
100% cashmere sweaters in four
colors ... 16.95
Stetson felt-bound hats ... l 0.00
%-inch leather belts ... 3.00
Plain color knit ti'es ... bow ties and
other styles ... from l .50

Home of ·Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

